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Edward B. O’Neill
Clerk of the Senate
State House, Room 208
Boston, MA 02133
Dear Mr. O’Neill:

Pursuant to M.G.L. Chapter 3, Section 63 as most recently
amended by Chapter 557 of the Acts of 1986, the Senate Committee
on Post Audit and Oversight respectfully submits to the full Senate
the following report: “A Performance Review of the Massachusetts
Office of Business Development (MOBD).”

This report is based on research by the Senate Post Audit and
Oversight Bureau. It evaluated the performance of the state’s primary
business assistance agency; the Massachusetts Office of Business
Development (MOBD).

Respectfully filed by the Senate Committee on Post Audit and
Oversight:

/7yCc-?r*r-
Senator Thomas C. 'Norton

Senator Mark C.W. Montigny

Senator Jane M. Swift
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Senator Robert C. Buell
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In addition to the traditional role of providing financing and
incentives to attract new and expanding businesses, state governments
have taken on a new role as broker, catalyst and facilitator of
economic development. This is true of Massachusetts which helps
small and medium-sized companies expand their operations and
relocate here. The primary goals of these efforts, especially in this
state, are to create new jobs and to increase sales. Economic
development efforts are receiving greater attention, increasing
resources and higher expectations.

It has been said that the best social program may be a job. However,
the job-creation process is by no means a swift or a certain one and
isolating the state’s contribution may not be possible. Trying to
determine the impact of economic development programs can be
confusing and difficult. It is difficult ro define, identify, and
differentiate state economic development activities from other state
programs and efforts because specific state activities are one part of
overall public and private efforts aimed at creating jobs and wealth.

The Commonwealth has recently embarked on an ambitious
economic development effort which includes a legislative package of
incentives and development programs (Chapter 19, Acts of 1993) as
well as the release of a new statewide economic development strategy
and marketing plan. The success or failure of many of these endeavors
rests with the Executive Office of Economic Affairs (EOEA) and the
Massachusetts Office of Business Development (MOBD).

The eternal quest for “jobs” creates a dilemma for legislators and
policymakers who must balance that goal with satisfying the
immediate needs of those who are in need of shelter, care, assistance
and protection. Therefore, as state resources continue to be scarce,
those programs and policies designed and adopted to create jobs and
stimulate the economy must be able to live up to expectations and
meet stated goals and accomplishments if they are to effectively
compete with the more immediate needs of the citizenry. As a result
of this program and performance audit of MOBD, the Committee
concludes that with certain program adjustment, MOBD can improve
the delivery of its economic development services that can have a
positive effect on the creation of jobs in the Commonwealth.

The Senate Committee on Post Audit and Oversight presents the
following recommendations relative to MOBD’s performance:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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RECOMMENDATION: The Committee believes that EOEA and
MOBD should bring the current organizational structures into line
with statute or present a reconfigured plan prior to further increases
in state appropriations.

The Executive Office of Economic Affairs and the Massachusetts
Office of Business Development should reevaluate the mission, goals
and objectives, and structure of MOBD. If the agency is to provide
business assistance services as well as perform the added policy and
marketing duties then it needs to be very clear about its role. If
this is to be the case, the administration needs to come forward with
technical changes to bring such a configuration in line with the
structure set forth in Chapter 23A of the General Laws. If the
administration determines that MOBD is to perform the duties and
provide the programs set forth in Chapter 23A in addition to the role
set out for it in the Statewide Strategy and Chapter 19 of the Acts
of 1993, then the Committee recommends that it be aggressive about
taking those steps necessary to ensure that it is an effective economic
development agency.

RECOMMENDATION: The Committee recommends that an
economic performance evaluation similar to the one which produced
“Choosing to Compete: A Statewide Economic Strategy”be done in
the first year of each new gubernatorial administration.

A special economic policy commission should conduct an
evaluative process to review and develop a written economic
development policy for the Commonwealth. The commission should
also direct EOEA and MOBD to perform the analysis necessary for
updates to the plan. The Committee notes that annual updates are
already required under Chapter 23A, Section 45 and it recommends
that they be included in the governor’s annual House 1 budget
submission. By doing so, administrative policies and priorities can be
correlated with a long-term (at least four-year) planning document.

The various public agencies within EOEA and the other secretariats
which operate economic development programs (administration and
finance, communities and development, educational affairs, consumer
affairs, labor, environmental affairs and transportation and
construction) would benefit greatly from a coordinated approach to
improving the state’s long-term economic situation. The Executive
Office of Economic Affairs is the logical choice to develop a strategic
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plan for the commonwealth’s economic future. By institutionalizing
the process by which the policy can be modified and further developed,
the Committee believes that the Commonwealth’s highest priorities
can be better articulated and met and duplication, bureaucratic
conflict, and other inefficiencies can be minimized with a clearly
identified lead agency. Also, public and private efforts at all levels
and in all regions can be considered and coordinated more effectively.

RECOMMENDATION: The Committee recommends that the
current regionalization process be expanded to include additional
regional centers. Also, the activities ofMOBD’s regional directors and
industry specialists should be coordinated to ensure proper coverage
and reduce possible duplication of effort.

The Strategy offers “profiles” of the economic condition of seven
regions throughout Massachusetts. It recommends that the
Commonwealth deliver services through an undefined “network” of
regional centers. The Committee believes that the administration’s
regionalization plans, may be inadequate to the economic needs of
many of the regions in the state. Because business clusters are
common, the Commonwealth would be better served by breaking up
the proposed seven regions even further, creating satellite offices or
developing cooperative agreements and contracts with public and
private universities, colleges and community colleges which are
distributed throughout the state. The Massachusetts Small Business
Development Center (MSBDC) has such arrangements with the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Boston College and other
schools. The Committee concurs with the Strategy’s approach to make
these regional centers single entry points for the array of economic
development assistance provided by the state and quasi-public
agencies.

RECOMMENDATION: The Committee recommends that
EOEA and MOBD review personnel, hiring and training practices to
ensure that current andfuture staffpossess the skills necessary to assist
Massachusetts businesses as well as analyze, develop and advocate
state economic development policy.

Overall, MOBD personnel appear to possess the building-block
skills necessary to provide reasonable assurance of competency in the
program areas related to its mission. However, there is no evidence
of professional training or development at MOBD or EOEA to ensure
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that personnel are receiving training in the skill areas lacking. This
concerns the Committee because this review indicates that MOBD
staff may be lacking sufficient experience in the areas of advertising
and communications, energy and transportation, taxation, research
and development, statistics and modeling. Considering MOBD is
actively involved in the development of state economic development
policy (including tax policy), economic analysis, and advocacy of
administration policy, the Committee believes that the absence of
experience in these areas may be detrimental to the overall
effectiveness of MOBD.

RECOMMENDATION: The Committee recommends that
MOBD review its referral process to ensure effectiveness and
efficiency.

MOBD should make strong, easily identifiable contacts with state
and federal agencies and quasi-public entities, as well as chambers of
commerce and local governments. These contacts are important as
economic development services move toward a more regional delivery
system. The Executive Office of Economic Affairs should better assist
and lend its cabinet-level authority to efforts at inter-agency
coordination.

RECOMMENDATION: The Committee recommends that
MOBD be more aggressive in “marketing”its own services in addition
to the administration's policies.

The Committee’s telephone survey of regional chambers of
commerce, local economic development organizations, and planning
councils combined with certain comments of surveyed clients revealed
the importance of outreach and developing a network in the business
community. Many of the comments show that MOBD could be doing
a better job at outreach. This task, however, will be that much more
daunting should members of the business community perceive MOBD
as unhelpful.

RECOMMENDATION: The Committee recommends that
MOBD monitor its on-site and intensive counseling activities more
closely and instituteformalfollow-up procedures. A flexible tracking
system should be developed to ensure that clients are receiving the
correct services in a timely and professional manner and that mangers
can better oversee and report on agency activities.
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Although the survey responses were not overly negative for these
types of services, they do require attention. Considering the means
by which many companies access MOBD services and the face-to-face
nature of on-site counseling, even moderately negative reactions to
MOBD efforts and personnel can spread via word of mouth and
hinder the agency’s effectiveness as well as penetration into the
business community.

RECOMMENDATION: MOBD’s internal training program
should be revised to sensitize personnel to the expectations and
impressions that their position engenders with individuals who may
be unsophisticated with the myriad of agencies, regulations, and
intricacies of state government. If the agency is to be a resource,
referral and advocacy agencyfor the business community with the
added policy and marketing duties —, then it needs to be very clear
about its role in its presentations to the public and when personnel
are involved with clients.

Despite the many positive contributions reported, a significant
number of companies noted that MOBD did not contribute at all to
the decisions or outcomes reported. And in two cases, it was reported
that MOBD services actually detracted from a company’s efforts.

These instances point to certain weaknesses in MOBD’s position
and identity as an agency. MOBD is caught between being both an
agency involved in the development and advocacy of state economic
development polices as well as being one engaged in the provision of
economic development services and programs. By and large, MOBD
as a “point agency” is involved in high priority cases sometimes
involving executive, legislative and local officials. In many cases,
development coordinators have been marketing MOBD as “being
here to help” in an area at chambers of commerce-type gatherings.
At other times, these same individuals are involved in sensitive and
complex private business decisions where in many cases they are
considered the state’s representative.

These impressions, the Committee believes, can carry over into
situations which produce the negative reactions noted above. MOBD
provides no financing, and can do nothing more than advocate on
behalf of a client before a quasi-public board or a private lender.
Having its staffs role and authority misconstrued appears to be built
into the current MOBD identity because of its broader policy and
marketing role and the generalized nature of its services provided.
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That role is more gossamer than the more defined and concrete
economic development functions of the Massachusetts Office of
International Trade and Investment (MOITI) and the Small Business
Development Centers (MSBDC). This is not to say that there isn’t
a place for the policy, facilitation and marketing activities of MOBD,
however, when MOBD ventures into areas that it is not equipped for
there maybe cause for concern.

Overall, MOBD appears to be serving those industries which are
critical to the state economy. Companies are seeking assistance from
MOBD primarily with the expansion of current businesses and
questions with licensing, permitting or government relations. MOBD
in turn has given on-site counseling services, acted as a facilitator with
other public and private entities, offered location/relocation services
and helped companies with problems over permitting andregulations.

Based on this client-based assessment of performance, MOBD
services had a somewhat positive influence on the decision-making
processes of those companies receiving its services. Many companies
reported making significant changes in the nature of their operations
or solved specific operational problems with MOBD assistance. These
services, to some extent, encouraged companies to make decisions
which either may lead to the creation of new jobs and increased sales
in the future or actually contributed to new jobs, sales, or business
expansion. However, the Committee believes that without continuous
monitoring and reporting, MOBD management, legislators and other
policymakers cannot be certain of the agency’s impact.

RECOMMENDATION: The Committee recommends that
MOBD establish a more formal self-assessment, performance and
clientprogress monitoring system. The system shouldproduce reports
to be included as part ofits annual reports.
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States have been engaged in economic development efforts for
decades. During the late 1970s and in the 1980s these efforts exploded
as states increased development budgets and established agencies and
programs in the expectation or hope that they could stimulate state
and local growth and investment. Between 1982 and 1988 there was
a 400 percent increase in state economic development budgets, with
the average state outlay increasing from $4.7 million to $2O million. 1
Fiscal year 1993 state appropriations to the Massachusetts Executive
Office of Economic Affairs (EOEA) were over $24 million. 2 Also, in
FY93 more than $6.9 million in state appropriations were directed
to the Executive Office of Communities and Development (EOCD)
for the support of local economic development efforts. 3

These efforts by states are a response to the national recession and
the subsequent shifting of the economy. Technological advances and
increased global competition (which were rooted in computer
innovations) caused major employment shifts in the United States.
Jobs began moving from the manufacturing sectors of our economy
to the service sectors. These employment shifts, in addition to the
uneven development or decline within the country’s metropolitan
areas, forced new challenges upon state governments. 4

In addition to its traditional responsibilities, state governments
(with little evidence that they have such competencies) are now
expected to assist businesses in all facets of their operations and work
aggressively to “improve a state’s business climate.”5 The continuing
instability of our national and international economies has created

INTRODUCTION

'Harry P. Hatry, Mark Fall, Thomas O. Singer, and Blaine E. Liner, Monitoring the Outcomes of
Economic Development Programs: A Manual, The Urban Institute Press, 1990.

2This does not include appropriations to the Division of Energy Resources and the Department of
Employment and Training, also within EOEA.

3 This is a narrow estimate of state appropriations for EOCD’s economic development programs. The $7
- plus million estimate includes; reimbursements to cities and towns for urban renewal efforts ($781,000);
and urban revitalization and development projects ($568,500); local economic development ($550,000); and
the Urban Initiative Fund ($5,000,000).

In FY93, the state appropriated an additional $167 million for housing and other community related
programs to EOCD. The Federal Government grant spending through EOCD amounted to approximately
$204 million in FY93.

�See David Osborne, Laboratories of Democracy. Harvard Business School Press, Boston 1990, Jeffrey
S. Luke, et al. Managing Economic Development. Jossey-Bass Publishers, San Francisco, 1988, among
others.

S “A Report of the Midwestern Legislative Conference, Monitoring State Economic Development
Programs: A Guide for Legislators”, Council of State Governments, August 1991.
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an anxious and competitive atmosphere in which state and local
policymakers set their priorities and pursue their economic and social
agendas. The best social program may indeed be a job. However, the
job-creation process is by no means a swift or a certain one.

Herein lies the dilemma for legislators and policymakers, those
besieged individuals who must balance the eternal quest for “jobs”
with the immediate needs of those who are in need of shelter, care,
assistance and protection. Therefore, as state resources continue to
be scarce, those programs and policies designed and adopted to create
jobs and stimulate the economy must be able to live up to expectations
and meet stated goals and accomplishments if they are to effectively
compete with the more immediate needs of the citizenry.

A difficult policy issue in economic development is trying to define,
identify, and differentiate a state’s economic development activities
from the rest of what the state does. In Massachusetts, such activities
include state programs and policies directly related to the
Commonwealth’s economy and the creation of jobs, however,
economic development can also include activities that affect the
creation of wealth in much more indirect ways. These activities would
include among other things; educating the population and
maintaining the infrastructure.

As with any state or local program designed to spur economic
growth and create jobs, it is difficult to attribute the realization of
expected outcomes (new jobs) to the services provided by a public
agency. Therefore, business assistance programs need to be specific
in how they intend to monitor their performance and realistically
report on their contributions.

Also, it must be remembered that state activities are only one part
of public and private efforts aimed at creating jobs and wealth for
a municipality, region or state. Therefore, it is very difficult to isolate
or attribute economic development “successes” to any one factor,
program or activity.

Since September of 1992, the Committee has been reviewing the
economic development policies and objectives of the Commonwealth
in general. As part of this process, the Committee has undertaken a
performance evaluation of the state’s two primary economic
development agencies: the Massachusetts Office of Business
Development (MOBD) and the Massachusetts Office of International
Trade and Investment (MOITI).
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The Committee chose to focus on MOITI and MOBD because they
are the two agencies within EOEA whose missions and programs are
designed to assist businesses to grow and locate in the Common-
wealth. Also, it is apparent that these two agencies are expected to
play a larger role within the new statewide economic development
strategy. The legislature undertakes such reviews as part of its
appropriation and oversight function to ensure that the offices and
programs administered by the state are capable of and, in fact, are
effectively achieving their stated goals and objectives. This Committee
is involved because it is the specific charge of the Senate Committee
on Post Audit and Oversight to conduct such reviews. 6

MOBD, the primary business assistance agency in the state,
provides general services to businesses while MOITI, an export
oriented agency, has a more focused mission: to assist Massachusetts
firms develop and expand their exporting activities as well as to attract
foreign investment.

Several broad questions suggested themselves to the
Committee at the outset:

First; “What steps can state government take to positively
impact business growth in Massachusetts?,”

Second: “Are the agencies and programs designed to spur
economic growth and job creation capable of meeting their
specific goals?

Third: “Do these agencies in fact fulfill their missions
effectively?”

From these questions flow the following objectives of the
performance reviews of MOBD and MOITI:

To determine the success and effectiveness of the programs
administered by MOBD and MOITI, and;

To assess the adequacy of management’s systems for
measuring and reporting on the effectiveness of the MOBD and
MOITI programs.
The methodology for this review included; reviewing relevant

literature and reports related to economic development in general, as
well as public documents, reports and other materials requested from
EOEA and its agencies. Also, interviews were conducted with

6 Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 3, Sections 63 and 64.
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economic development officials throughout the state. Finally, MOITI
and MOBD clients were surveyed by the Committee.

It was the intent of the Committee to combine the MOBD and the
MOITI performance reviews together in one report, however, MOBD
and EOEA were unable to provide the Committee with the
information necessary to complete its review of MOBD on a timely
basis. For example, the systems in place at MOBD do not allow for
the generation of such lists necessary for the surveying of MOBD
clients and thus the Committee’s progress has been impeded.
Therefore, the Committee chose to release the findings of its review
of the Massachusetts Office of International Trade and Investment
with the MOBD review to follow as soon as possible. (See this
Committee’s August 1993 report entitled, “A Program and
Performance Audit of the Massachusetts Office of International
Trade and Investment”, S. 1717).

The first part of this report describes the structure and activities
of the Executive Office of Economic Development. The second part
reviews the mission, organization, planning and staffing for MOBD,
and the third part analyzes MOBD’s performance based on the
Committee’s survey of MOBD clients. The final part of this report
is devoted to the Committee’s conclusions and recommendations.

The Committee did not perform a financial audit of MOBD, nor
was the review financially related.

The Massachusetts Office of Business Development was given an
opportunity to comment on a draft of this report, however, the office
failed to take advantage of this occasion.
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The Executive Office of Economic Affairs (EOEA) is the primary
business development office in state government. EOEA’s stated
objectives are to serve the business and industrial communities and
to foster job creation in the Commonwealth. 7 Ideally, the functions
of the agencies within EOEA should be coordinated to market the
state and help create a favorable environment for business
development in Massachusetts. Coordination of these functions is
accomplished through the Governor’s economic development policies
and directives. EOEA considers itselfthe “point agency” for the state’s
business community and often acts as the states “representative” for
state government, and liaison to, the business community.

In addition to the administrative unit (i.e., the executive office) the
secretariat is organized into seven major agencies serving distinct
economic development goals. EOEA is responsible for the
Massachusetts Office of Business Development (MOBD), the Office
of International Trade and Investment (MOITI), the Office ofTravel
and Tourism (MOTT), the Film Office (MFO), the State Office of
Minority and Women’s Business Assistance (SOMWBA), the
Department of Employment and Training (DET) and the Division
of Energy Resources (DOER) as well as nine quasi-public agencies
and corporations.

EOEA has organized itself into five major service delivery groups
(SDGs) 8 and the Department of Employment and Training. These
SDGs further define the operational mission of the secretariat and
include: 1) Administration (the executive office), 2) Economic
Development, 3) Regulatory, 4) Job Training Partnership Act
administration, and 5) the Division of Energy Resources. This report
focuses on and reviews the operations of one of the major agencies
within the economic development SDG Massachusetts Office of
Business Development (MOBD). The activities of this agency,
however, are inextricably linked with the functions of the
administrative unit and therefore this review will touch upon this

PART ONE:
THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS

’Agency Mission Statement, November 6, 1992, Fiscal Year 1993 Budget Request for EOEA (SDG Title
“Administration”), and Fiscal Year 1994 House 1 Budget Request, volume I, V-169, January 27, 1993.

8 House 1 of 1993 defines a service delivery group as follows: A spending category that combines several
programs and/or activities that serve a similar function. A SDG could include one or more agencies. For
example, the Economic Development SDG would include MOBD, MOITI, MFO, MSBDC activities, among
others.
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relationship and the functions of the administrative unit as they relate
to the economic development activities of EOEA.

The Committee review found incongruities between the structures
put forward in agency documents submitted by EOEA and MOBD
and those chapters and sections in statute relative to the organization
and purpose of EOEA and MOBD. 9

For example, the organization chart for MOBD describes seven
organizational units under the executive director: 1)Economic Policy;
2) Operations; 3) Marketing; 4) Development; 5) Legal/Environ-
mental Permitting; 6) Biotechnology Specialist; and 7) Regional
Offices. In contrast, Chapter 23A requires that MOBD contain “the
following three divisions:

business services, entrepreneurial and small business develop-
ment, and manufacturing development. Each division shall be
under the charge of a director subject to the direction, control
and supervision of the MOBD executive director.”
Although this difference in structure may be no more than a matter

of semantics, it is incumbent upon this Committee to have reasonable
assurances that MOBD and EOEA are fulfilling the intent of the
legislation. However, it is clear to the Committee that organizationally
and functionally MOBD is in many respects an extension of EOEA’s
administrative office. MOBD personnel perform much of the policy,
legal, administrative and duties in conjunction with EOEA. They
share office space. MOBD is both formulator and implementor of
state economic development policy. This situation is unlike conditions
within many of the other secretariats.

As the organization chart in Figure I shows, MOBD administrative
and policy activities are closely linked to EOEA. Also, many EOEA
personnel work on business projects and interact with clients in
capacities identical to MOBD’s development coordinators. Some of
this cross-over can be attributed to the large budget cuts during the
1987 to 1990 period. These cuts made it necessary for the two agencies
to better coordinate their efforts. However, since FY9I, state
appropriations to MOBD have been on the increase from $893,000
in FY9I to $2.57 million appropriated for FY94.

9 Massachusetts General Laws Chapters 6A and 23A are the statutes most relevant to the organization,
mission and duties of EOEA and its agencies.
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RECOMMENDA TION; The Committee believes that EOEA and
MOBD should bring the current organizational structures into line
with statute or present a reconfigured plan prior to further increases
in state appropriations.

The Executive Office of Economic Affairs and the Massachusetts
Office of Business Development should reevaluate the mission, goals
and objectives, and structure of MOBD. If the agency is to provide
business assistance services as well as perform the added policy and
marketing duties then it needs to be very clear about its role. If
this is to be the case, the administration needs to come forward with
technical changes to bring such a configuration in line with the
structure set forth in Chapter 23A of the General Laws. If the
administration wants MOBD to perform the duties and provide the
programs set forth in Chapter 23A in addition to the role set out for
it in the Statewide Strategy and Chapter 19 of the Acts of 1993, then
the Committee recommends that it be aggressive about taking those
steps necessary to ensure that it is an effective economic development

ge

Figure I; Organizational Chart for MOBD/EOEA.
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The Office of the Auditor General for the State of Illinois, in its
audit of the Illinois’ economic development programs, offers a
summary of elements it believes are common to sound planning for
the economic development activities of states. These include:

1. analyzing the current economic situation, noting strengths
and weaknesses, problems and opportunities;

2. identifying the key strategic issues;
3. defining a mission and formulating goals consistent with

that mission statement;
4. setting priorities and allocating resources among goals;
5. defining objectives which represent or embody the specific

steps which will be taken to achieve the stated goals;
6. setting a timeline and developing action plans;
7. defining outcome measures; and
8. defining the impact of economic development plans on the

organizations involved. 10

The product of such an analytical review of the state’s resources
would identify: those aspects of the economy that offer the most
promising potentials for growth; those sectors which are shrinking in
size or profitability; and those factors which are inhibiting growth.

A comprehensive and coordinated economic development policy
would clearly describe a state’s philosophy, objectives, and priorities
for economic development. Such a policy ideally would be
supplemented with plans and other program guidelines, to ensure that
the state’s approach to economic development is not conducted in a
piecemeal fashion. 11

PLANNING FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

lo“Management and Program Audit of the Department of Commerce and Community Affairs’ Economic
Development Programs.” State of Illinois Office of the Auditor General, July 1989.

Governments have four fundamental roles in economic development: 1) improving “the quality and
availability of the basic inputs that firms draw upon, such as human resources, technological infrastructure,
physical infrastructure that applies to many industries, and capital”; 2) creating “rules, regulations and
incentives that encourage innovation and upgrading”; 3) facilitating the process “by which local (industry)
clusters form and develop”; and 4) challenging industry “to advance rather than set policies which allow
industry to avoid the need to do so.” See the following two publications: The Competitive Advantage of
Massachusetts, Michael E. Porter, Harvard Business School and the Monitor Company, Inc., 1991. Toward
a Shared Economic Vision for Massachusetts , Michael E. Porter, Harvard Business School and Challenge
to Leadership, December 1992.

NOTE: It appears that Mr. Porter’s 1991 work has influenced the policy proposals and direction of the
:urrent administration and many of the state agencies engaged in economic development activities.

11 Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, “Evaluation of Economic Development in Virginia
Presentation to the National Legislative Program Evaluation Society, May 13, 1993.
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EOEA would appear to be the natural agency to prepare the state’s
economic development strategic plan. As such, it is the logical choice
to fulfill Chapter 23A’s directive to establish an Economic Monitoring
Group within EOEA to analyze existing economic data to,

“identify important economic trends, problems, and opportuni-
ties in Massachusetts, particularly as such trends, problems, and
opportunities related to the different regions and major
industries in the state.”
and,
“prepare and annually update a state economic data book which
shall contain statistical and economic profile of the state and its
regions.” 12

The Secretary, is also required to annually report on the state of
the Commonwealth’s regions and industries including comments on,

“trends and expected changes in employment, technology,
investment, and competitive position for major industries in
Massachusetts or a region of Massachusetts; trends, problems,
needs, and opportunities for each region of the state in
employment, investment, standard of living and economic
development; and proposed and planned actions by state and
local governments to address the problems, needs and
opportunities identified in the report.” l3

This group has not functioned within the executive office nor is
EOEA producing the data book or annual reports required by statute.
This is unfortunate as such information would be invaluable to the
Commonwealth’s economic development planners.

Until veryrecently the Commonwealth has been without a statewide
economic development strategy. However, with the release of
Choosing to Compete: A Statewide Strategy For Job Creation and
Economic Growth (“Statewide Strategy”) this past March, the
Commonwealth has taken a major step towards the development of
a sound planning environment. The Statewide Strategy seeks a
“vision” of the Massachusetts economy that has as its goals the
following elements;

I2 M.G.L. Chapter 23A, Section 45. As previously noted, there are many instances where the statutory
and actual structures of MOBD do not mesh. See Appendix C.

Ibid
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A high overall standard of living
Job growth
Vibrant and diverse regional economies
Broad economic opportunity
A good quality of life

EOEA’s role with respect to the implementation of the Strategy is
essentially one of coordination. It is similarly involved with the
implementation of Chapter 19; lending legal and administrative
assistance to those formulating regulations, etc.. 14

MOBD has an important role in implementing the Strategy and
Chapter 19 as it is charged with appointing a director of economic
assistance and serves as staff to the Economic Assistance
Coordinating Council (EACC). EACC was established to implement
the economic opportunity area (EGA, enterprise zone) program and
its attendant regulations. The agency is also involved in administering
the Small Business Capital Access Program and the establishment of
a Rapid Response Team within the quasi-public system. The plan
developed for the Strategy makes MOBD responsible for, among
other things, the establishment of the Regional Economic Assistance
Centers.

RECOMMENDATION: The Committee recommends that an
economic performance evaluation similar to the one which produced
“Choosing to Compete: A Statewide Economic Strategy” be done in
thefirst year of each new gubernatorial administration.

A special economic policy commission should conduct an
evaluative process to review and develop a written economic
development policy for the Commonwealth. The commission should
also direct EOEA and MOBD to perform the analysis necessary for
updates to the plan. The Committee notes that annual updates are
already required under Chapter 23A, Section 45 and it recommends
that they be included in the governor’s annual House I budget
submission. By doing so, administrative policies and priorities can be
correlated with a long-term (at least four-year) planning document.

l4 The companion piece to the Statewide Strategy is the recently released state marketing strategy with
its slogan “Massachusetts: The Venture Capital”. Theplan touts the Commonwealth’scompetitive advantages
which include the new research and development tax credit, the recently increased ITC and state loan funds
(made through the quasi-public system) designed to encourage exporting and emerging technologies. In
addition, theplan highlights the successful high-tech clusters which already exist, thestrong university sector
and its highly educated workforce as well as “Massachusetts’ proximity to world markets. Again, because
this is a recent effort, it is too early to gauge its impact.
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The various public agencies within EOEA and the other secretariats
which operate economic development programs (administration and
finance, communities and development, educational affairs, consumer
affairs, labor, environmental affairs, and transportation and
construction) would benefit greatly from a coordinated approach to
improving the state’s long-term economic situation. The Executive
Office of Economic Affairs is the logical choice to develop a strategic
plan for the commonwealth’s economic future. By institutionalizing
the process by which the policy can be modified and further developed,
the Committee believes that the Commonwealth’s highest priorities
can be better articulated and met and duplication, bureaucratic
conflict, and other inefficiencies can be minimized with a clearly
identified lead agency. Also, public and private efforts at all levels
and in all regions can be considered and coordinated more effectively.
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This part of the report is the product of the Committee’s limited
performance review of the Massachusetts Office of Business
Development (MOBD). The objectives of this review are;

• to determine the success and effectiveness of the programs
administered by MOBD; and

• Assess the adequacy of MOBD’s systems for measuring and
reporting on the effectiveness of the programs.
In order to meet these objectives, the Committee reviewed reports

related to economic development programs of other states and
economic development literature in general as well as public
documents, reports and other materials provided by EOEA and
MOBD. The Committee also interviewed economic development
officials throughout the state and conducted surveys of businesses
served by MOBD during 1992. 15

An examination of performance only will not give sufficient
assurances that an agency is effectively delivering its services. To be
fair, it is also necessary to determine whether an agency is capable
of performing its statutory and stated mission. This part of the report
examines the mission, organization, and staffing of MOBD. Part three
reviews MOBD’s performance based on a mail survey of its clients.

An agency’s organization, goals and objectives, and programs and
initiatives should flow from its mission. MOBD has both a statutorily
defined purpose and an adopted mission statement and it defines its
goals and objectives and designs its programs and initiatives in
response to this mission statement. It also responds to the policies
and directives of the administration.

The Massachusetts Office of Business Development (MOBD) was
created as a result of the re-organization of the Executive Office of
Economic Affairs in 1987. MOBD is the state’s principal development
agency and in law “shall serve as the principal agency of the govern-
ment of the commonwealth for the following purposes;

PART TWO;
A PERFORMANCE REVIEW OF THE MASSACHUSETTS

OFFICE OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (MOBD)

MISSION, ORGANIZATION, AND PLANNING FOR MOBD

The Committee did not perform a financial audit of MOBD, nor was the review financially related
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(a) Promoting, developing and expanding all sectors of the
economy by capitalizing on and fostering the technological,
industrial, manufacturing, educational, cultural and
geographic advantages of the commonwealth in the world
economy.

(b) Providing a full and effective range of business services to
Massachusetts’ businesses, including assuring the availabil-
ity of the capital and human resources required for growth
and development in the commonwealth.

(c) Preparing functional plans for the economic development of
all areas within the commonwealth to assure the full
utilization of the skills and potentials of all its citizens and
public and private agencies affecting such plans.

(d) Promoting the development and commercial use of new
technologies important to the commonwealth’s economic
future.

(e) Assisting manufacturing industries in the state to improve
their long-term competitiveness through continuous
technological, managerial and workforce upgrading.

(f) Attracting new and expanding manufacturing industries to
Massachusetts, especially to those regions of the common-
wealth with an eroding traditional manufacturing base.” 16

MOBD’s organization and mission are statutorily defined in more
detail than those of any of the other economic development agencies
and offices within EOEA. As intended by the General Court, this
highlights the importance of its role in the economic development of
the Commonwealth. This becomes clear from the language creating
and establishing the offices ofTravel and Tourism and Film and Video
Development which are broader and more general than that used for
MOBD.

MOBD provides assistance to firms considering expansion and
relocation into Massachusetts, including firms already doing business
in Massachusetts, out-of-state firms considering expansion into the
state and foreign firms considering investment into the United States.
MOBD is mandated by Chapter 23A to provide these services through

16 M.G.L. Chapter 23A, Section 2,
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three divisions; Business Services, Entrepreneurial and Small Business
Development, and Manufacturing Development. However, only the
division of entrepreneurial and small business development has its
functions and services detailed in the General Laws. The division of
small business development is required to provide:

“(I) expertise in product development and marketing,
(2) expertise in market trends and analysis, (3) expertise in
production and production management, (4) assistance to police
departments in applying for grants in aid to said departments
for the protection of small businesses in high crime areas, and
(5) information on federal programs to assist small businesses.”
The goals and objectives of MOBD break down into five categories:

facilitation, regionalization, specialization, marketing, and
public/private partnerships. 17 These goals and objectives appear to
be consistent with the role of MOBD (and state government in
general) as described in the Statewide Strategy.

MOBD staff act as facilitators between businesses and government
entities as well as with other quasi-public and private institutions on
issues related to permitting and regulatory assistance, financing,
training, and tracking down and distributing information of interest
and importance to businesses. Facilitation-type services would include
the development and implementation of a“one-stop shopping” permit
process for firms trying to locate or expand operations in Massachu-
setts. MOBD staff also guides firms toward quasi-public sources of
capital and offers access to the state’s public training and recruitment
services. lB

The Statewide Strategy calls for a regional approach to the delivery
of business assistance programs. MOBD has stated its intention to
assign development coordinators to seven regions throughout the
state including the two regional offices already active in Springfield
and Worcester. This would be accomplished by expanding staff at the

17 EOEA Memorandum “Goals and Objectives for MOBD”, November 4, 1992. MOBD’s FY93 budget
request breaks the agency down into two major functional units or service delivery groups (SDGs):
I) economic development and 2) marketing andpromotion. Economic development activities would include
providing technical assistance and businessinformation services to Massachusetts’businesses. The marketing
activities would include: developing and implementing an economic development strategy for the
Commonwealth, and targeting selected industries for their expansion and locating in the state. As already
noted, the statewide marketing strategy has just been released and it is therefore difficult to assess the impact

SDC

18 The MSBDC and many of the quasi-public agenciesalso offer individualizedand intensive small business
:ounseling and training.
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Worcester and Springfield offices, establishing new offices on the
North Shore and in Southeastern Massachusetts, and focusing the
Boston office efforts on the needs of the metropolitan area.

RECOMMENDATION-. The Committee recommends that the
current regionalization process be expanded to include additional
regional centers. Also, the activities ofMOBD’s regional directors and
industry specialists should be coordinated to ensure proper coverage
and reduce possible duplication ofeffort.

The Strategy offers “profiles” of the economic condition of seven
regions throughout Massachusetts. It recommends that the Common-
wealth deliver services through an undefined “network” of regional
centers. The Committee believes that the administration’s
regionalization plans, may be inadequate to the economic needs of
many of the regions in the state. For example, the Central Region
as designated in the Strategy comprises a vast geographic area which
stretches from the Commonwealth’s northern to its southern borders.
This region’s economic activity is very much sub-regionalized with a
diversified economy. There is a biotechnology cluster around
Worcester and a manufacturing and plastics cluster around the cities
of Fitchburg, Gardner, and Leominster. Because business clusters are
common, the Commonwealth would be better served by breaking up
the proposed seven regions even further, creating satellite offices or
developing cooperative agreements and contracts with public and
private universities, colleges and community colleges which are
distributed throughout the state. The Massachusetts Small Business
Development Center (MSBDC) has such arrangements with the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Boston College and other
schools. The Committee concurs with the Strategy’s approach to make
these regional centers single entry points for the array of economic
development assistance provided by the state and quasi-public
agencies.

MOBD has targeted four industry sectors that will receive
specialized attention. They are; biotechnology, software, environ-
mental technology and telecommunications. These industries are to
receive at least one staff person dedicated to working with firms to
identify industry needs and assist companies in these industries to
locate and expand in Massachusetts.

To date, MOBD has assigned one person to the biotechnology
industry. This individual’s salary is being supported by a grant from
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the Massachusetts Biotechnology Council. This approach has been
repeated with the appointment of a telecommunications specialist at
MOBD. Nearly half of this individual’s salary is being paid for by
the Massachusetts Telecommunications Council.

The desired outcomes of economic development programs
economic growth and the creation of new and better jobs are
difficult to quantify, qualify or attribute to any single factor or
program. It is necessary, therefore, that intermediate measures exist
that provide reasonable assurances that those agencies which provide
assistance to businesses have the requisite expertise and ability to do
so.

It is reasonable to expect that agencies such as MOBD and EOEA
be staffed with persons who offer qualifications, skills and experience
in some of the following areas;

• advertising and • industrial site location
communication

• banking and finance • local economic development
• business expansion • marketing

and management • new business start-ups
• business managemen • planning
• economic adjustment • research and development
• economics • statistics and modeling
• energy and transportation • foreign trade and investment
• exporting
• taxation 19

Obviously, one agency cannot be expected to possess expertise in
all of these areas. However, it is reasonable to expect MOBD
personnel to have high levels of skill in areas not already found in
other agencies within EOEA such as agencies specializing in exporting
and training. Since MOBD has a relatively small staff, most with no
more than a few years at the agency, it is important that they have
the education and prior experience in such fields as those noted

STAFFING FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AT MOBD

19 The Auditor General for the Staet of Illinois, in his July 1989 “Management and Program Audit of the
Department of Commerce and Community Affairs’ Economic Development Programs,” compiled a good
summary of alternate development specialists’ lists describing the kinds of skills needed by those who
administer advanced economic development programs (pages 22-27).
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above.20 Also, as directed by Chapter 23A, MOBD’s division of small
business development is required to provide “expertise in product
development and marketing”, “market trends and analysis”, and
“production and production management.” These skills are not only
important when the past performance of MOBD is evaluated, but are
critical when the role MOBD is to perform within the new Statewide
Strategy is considered.

Highest Level oi Major Fields Major fitkk Years at Relevant Prior
Education Achieved* Undergraduate || Graduate/Doctoral MOBD Experience

High School S History 1 | Public Admin. 1 oto 1 7 Real Estate S

College 6 Hotel Admin. 1 M B A. 2 1 to 2 S Financial 2

Masters 6 Business 1 Urban/ 1 2 to S 0 Planning/
Admin. Regional Economic

Planning Development 2

Doctoral 1 Political Sci. 1 Economics 1 S to 4 0 Personnel 1
Admin

Not Given 1 Undesignated 2 | Law 1 4to 5 0 Political 1
|| (Doctoral) Affairs

6 to 10 1 Marketing 1

Over 10 4 Housing/ 1
Land Use

Unknown 1
* Some of the MOBD staff have taken continuing education and graduate level courses
in design, business, real estate, economics and economic development which have not
resulted in degrees.

Table I: Education and Prior Experience Of MOBD Management and Policy Personnel

The Committee reviewed the job descriptions, educational
background and experience of the sixteen MOBD personnel who held
official position titles of administrator, program manager, specialist,
and accountant. The organizational or functional position titles of
these persons include: executive director (1), deputy secretary (2),
development and assistant development coordinators (4 & 1),regional
directors (2), marketing (1), legal (1), financial and industry specific
specialists (1 & 1), and operations personnel (2). Table I describes the
educational background and prior experience of the MOBD
personnel holding these positions as of March 1993.

20 As Table 1 describes, there are 10 individuals at MOBD with fewer than three years at the agency, none
with tenure between three and five years, one with six and the remaining with approximately ten, thirteen,
seventeen and nineteen years, respectively.
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Development coordinator duties appear to be performed in one
way or the other by most of MOBD’s professional staff (including
the executive director) with the possible exception of the marketing,
legal and operations staff. The development coordinators, regional
directors, finance and industry specific specialists are persons directly
involved in assisting MOBD clients, as well as developing,
implementing and communicating the administration’s economic
policies. Qualifications listed by MOBD for development coordinator
positions describe the following necessary experience;

“At least four years professional management experience at
least two of which were in economic consulting/development.
A masters degree in either economics, business, or international
relations would be preferred. Extensive knowledge in micro and
macroeconomics is vital.”

All four of the development coordinators have been with MOBD
less than two years. One has a masters degree (in public adminis-
tration). Another has performed graduate level study in various disci-
plines of economics, management and economic development. The
remaining two have B. A.s in undeclared fields. Three of the four have
management experience, two of whom have more than two years in
economic development/consulting settings. While three of the four
appear to have many years of experience in business and development
careers and may have at least an intuitive knowledge of micro and
macroeconomics, there is no indication that the formal skills sought
in these positions is available at the agency. The manager of financial
development (a fifth development coordinator) has been with MOBD
for more than six years, has an M.B.A. and has extensive experience
in finance and real estate redevelopment. The Director of Marketing
also possesses an M.B.A. and has over three years management and
marketing experience.

Although MOBD provided no specific job description for the two
regional directors (for the Worcester and Springfield areas), they
perform development coordinator duties for specific regions. These
personnel would of course require the aforementioned development
coordinator skills in addition to a strong sense of specific regional
needs and economic condition. One of the regional directors has
roughly ten years experience with MOBD in the area. The other has
extensive political experience in the region and less than two years
at MOBD.
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The prior experience of staff is also relevant. MOBD staff have
experience in some of the following areas: financial analysis, real
estate, personnel administration, economic development and
planning, marketing, and housing and land use. There is, however,
no evidence of professional training or development at MOBD or
EOEA to ensure that personnel are receiving training in the skill areas
lacking at the agencies. This concerns the Committee because this
review indicates that MOBD staff may be lacking sufficient experience
in the areas of advertising and communications, energy and transpor-
tation, taxation, research and development, statistics and modeling.
Considering that MOBD is actively involved in the development of
state economic development policy (including tax policy), economic
analysis, and advocacy of administration policy, the Committee
believes that the absence of experience in these areas is detrimental
to the overall effectiveness of MOBD, particularly as it attempts to
generate advice of substantial value.

In contrast, the Committee’s prior review of the Massachusetts
Office of International Trade and Investment (MOITI) revealed that
many staff received professional certificates in international manage-
ment after working for MOITI. A comparable program should be
considered for MOBD personnel. 21 However, overall, MOBD appears
to possess the building-block skills necessary to provide reasonable
assurance of competency in the program areas related to its mission.

RECOMMENDATION; The Committee recommends that
EOEA and MOBD review personnel, hiring and training practices to
ensure that current andfuture staffpossess the skills necessary to assist
Massachusetts businesses as well as analyze, develop and advocate
state economic development policy.

21 This would appear to be a fairly important matter considering many of the development coordinatoi
have fewer than two years at MOBD.
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A key issue in state economic development is trying to differentiate
a state’s economic development activities from the rest of what the
state does. State activities are but one part of public and private efforts
aimed at creating jobs and wealth for a municipality, region or state.
Thus, it is difficult to isolate or attribute economic development
“successes” to any single factor, program or activity. Also, there are
other factors which contribute to and affect the decision-making
processes of individual companies which prompt some to add jobs,
expand or relocate operations. The lag time between implementation
of economic development programs and impact on the economy may
be years. This is a problem whether programmatic causality in general
is being measured or that the effectiveness of a particular agency, such
as MOBD.

Because of these difficulties, the Committee chose not to undertake
a cost-benefit analysis of MOBD services nor did it attempt to put
an exact dollar figure on the amount of increased sales or new jobs
attributable to the success of MOBD programs and services. Instead,
to measure impact, the Committee utilized a survey of companies
served by MOBD to determine what the users believed to be the
agency’s impact on their business operations.

The Urban Institute, a non-profit policy research and educational
organization, has developed a manual useful for measuring and
monitoring the outcomes of economic development programs. It
concentrates on service quality and outcomes determined from agency
and client information. 22 The Institute’s methodology has been
utilized by Maryland, Minnesota and Illinois, and the performance
monitoring procedures used in the manual are designed to help
economic development agencies and their managers improve their
programs. The Committee also utilized this methodology in its recent
performance review of the Massachusetts Office of International
Trade and Investment. 23 The methodology is based on three types of
performance indicators which measure program outcomes and the
quality of program services. They are:

PART THREE:
SURVEY RESULTS

22 Hatry, Harry P., MRK Fall, ThomasO. Singer, and E. Blain Liner, A Manual: Monitoring the Outcomes
fEconomic Development Programs , The Urban Institute Press, Washington, D.C., 1990.

23 “A Program and Performance Audit of the Massachusetts Office of International Trade and Investment
MOITI)”, 5.1717, August 2, 1993.
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Service Quality Indicators: These indicators provide assessments
of the overall quality of program services as well as ratings of
the timeliness, relevance, accuracy and helpfulness of the services
received.
Intermediate Outcome Indicators: These are actions taken by
clients which are important steps toward the desired outcomes.
These actions can later be compared with the end or long-term
outcomes for further indications of program accuracy.
End (Long-term) Outcome Indicators: These indicators measure
the desired outcomes of economic development programs. In the
case of business assistance programs such as MOBD’s, this
would include: increased sales, actual jobs added and business
expansion or relocation.
The Massachusetts Office of Business Development does not

appear to monitor the activities or progress of its clients in any
systematic way. MOBD officials have, however, indicated that they
are in the process of implementing a new management information
and tracking system to remedy system reporting difficulties.
Consequently, the Committee was unable to test MOBD’s tracking
and self-assessment systems for outcomes. Therefore, the Committee
mailed out two surveys in order to create a data set from which
conclusions could be drawn regarding MOBD’s performance. The
surveys were sent to businesses that received general business assis-
tance services from MOBD. These businesses are listed in the agency
“Activity Reports” of April 1992 through February 1993.24

RECOMMENDATION : The Committee recommends that
MOBD establish a more formal self-assessment, performance and
client progress monitoringsystem. The system shouldproduce reports
to be included as part of its annual reports.

The Committee mailed surveys to 154 companies in the Common-
wealth that were reported by MOBD as having received general
business assistance. This assistance would include, among other
things; on-site and counseling assistance, permitting and regulation
assistance, and facilitation with state, federal or local organizations.

to survey from these activity reports, the Committee
format by which MOBD can track client and agency

24 Although the Committee drew its list of compan;
does not believe that they provide a sufficient devise

activities.
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Fifty-two companies returned completed surveys for a response rate
of 33.7 percent (see Appendix A for a copy of the survey and results).
The Committee shared the more detailed summaries of survey findings
as well as specific comments of respondents with MOBD manage-
ment.

According to the survey responses, it is clear that MOBD is reaching
its intended clientele. Small and medium-sized, Massachusetts based
companies reported contact with MOBD. Most of the companies
responding reported that they were an independent Massachusetts
firm (23 or 44.2 percent). An equal share of those remaining were
headquartered here (8 or 15.3 percent), or were a subsidiary or branch
of a larger concern (9 or 17.3 percent). Eight companies reported that
they were business start-ups.

Thirty-three companies reported employing under 100 full-time
equivalent persons. Thirty employed under fifty people. No two of
the companies dealt in the same product or service, however, the
companies were representative of the major Massachusetts industries,
including biotechnology, electronics, computer software and
hardware, apparel and textiles, environmental technologies, medical
research and plastics.

Assistance Sought by Companies Number Percent of
of all

companies companies

Expansion of existing business 22 42.3%

Financing assistance 17 32.7%

Questions or problems with licensing, 16 30.8%
permitting or government relations

Training assistance 6 11.5%
Technical assistance on a specific 6 11.6%
problem

Business start-up help 5 9.6%

Certification for the SBPP 2 3.8%

Table II: Type of MOBD Assistance Sought by
Companies (Total number of Companies responding = si).
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Many of the companies which contacted MOBD were seeking
various types of assistance.

Table II displays the frequency and types of services sought by those
companies responding to the Committee’s survey. Most companies
were looking for help in expanding their existing business operations
or had questions or problems with licensing, permitting or govern-
ment relations. However, nearly a third of the companies reported
that they wanted financing assistance. Other than being able to assist
in the financing process planning, negotiating, referrals, etc.
MOBD is not in a position to lend any money to companies seeking
financing. Consequently, some of the companies were disappointed
with MOBD services.

Overall, thirty-three companies (63.6 percent) reported that they
had received the services that they were looking for from MOBD.

Table 111 displays the types of MOBD services received by
companies. Most companies received a number of different services
from the agency. The five most utilized services were: on-site
counseling, facilitation with other agencies, location/relocation assis-
tance, referrals to other agencies, and permitting or regulation assis-
tance. The Committee chose to examine the performance and impacts
of these services because they are key to the success and effectiveness
of MOBD as an economic development agency. Also, these services
represent the agency’s stated goals, objectives and strategy as well as
the role set out for MOBD in the Statewide Strategy.

A second survey was sent to out-of-state companies which sought
expansion assistance from MOBD. This list of companies was also
culled from the MOBD “Activity Reports”. Of the forty-two surveys
sent, only seven were returned to the Committee completed. The
Committee did not feel that this was a sufficient number of responses
from which to make a detailed review. The Committee has, however,
taken the results and comments of those returned into consideration
in the report findings.

Quality ratings are important to consider when evaluating the
performance and impact of an economic development agency like
MOBD. Many of MOBD’s services are accessed by companies
through the existing business and development communities such as
chambers of commerce and industry councils. Positive experiences

SERVICE QUALITY INDICATORS
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Type of Service Received Number Percent of
of ail

companies companies

On-aite counseling or Staff Assistance 19 36.5%
Facilitation with other agencies 16 30.8%

Location/relocation Assistance 13 26.0%
Referral to another Agency 12 23.1%
Permitting or regulation assistance. 10 19.2%

Training services 9 17.3%

Other counseling 9 17.3%
Venture Capital Forum 6 11.5%

Seminar or workshop 1 1.9%
Publication 1 1.9%

Certification in the SBPP 0 0.0%

Table III: Types of MOBD Service Received by
Companies (Total number of Companies = 62).

with such high profile outcomes as the expansion of a business or the
relocation of a plant would spur other businesses by word of mouth

to seek assistance from MOBD. Similarly, negative experiences
would make businesses wary of MOBD and possibly other state
services in general. These reactions, positive or negative, can be
measured and evaluated and are useful to this type of audit.

Table IV displays service quality indicators for the five most utilized
MOBD services provided to companies. According to the survey
responses, MOBD performed better on the delivery of services
(timeliness) than it did in the actual information provided (relevant
and accurate). Overall, the five most utilized MOBD services were
timely seventy-three percent of the time and accurate or relevant to
the company 64.6 percent of the time. Sixty-nine percent of those
responding reported that they had received the services that were
requested. Over seventy percent rated the overall quality of the
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Accuracy of Timalinasa of R*caiT«d Orarail Quality Would Racommeod
Information Information BajonUdScrricn Rating To Others

Sarric Racehred B/G F/P B/G F/P YBS NO B/G F/P YBS NO

I On-Site Counseling 73 6% 11.0% MJ* 10.6% 63.1% 316% 63 1% 316% 68.4% 10.6%
orStaff Assistance
- N=lo

Facilitation with 60.0% 18.7% 66.2% 26.0% 76.0% 26.0% 76,0% 26 0% 68.7% 18 7%
Other Agenda* -

N= 16

Location or 60 2% SO 7% 84.6% 16 3% 76 0% 16 3% 84 6% 15 3% 02 3% 0.0%
Relocation
Assistance - N= IS

Referral toAnother 60 0% 60.0% 60 0% 60 0% 60.0% 16 6% 60,0% 41.6% 68.3% 8.3%
Agency - N= 12

Permitting or 80.0% 20.0% 00.0% 10.0% 80.0% 10 0% 80.0% 20.0% Q 70.0% 0.0%
Regulation

| Assistance - N= 10 |

I Average 64.6% 28.1% 73.0% 22.2% 60 0% 10.7% 70.6% 26 7% | 71.6% 7.6%

Table IV: Service Quality Indicators for MOBD Services.

MOBD services as “excellent” or “good” and 71.5 percent reported
that they would recommend MOBD to other businesses seeking
assistance. 25

However, the Committee feels that the table also shows areas of
concern. Referrals by MOBD to otheragencies were reported as being
accurate, timely or of an overall good quality only half the time. An
apparent result is that only slightly more than fifty-eight percent of
those responding to report that they would recommend MOBD to
others. Also, facilitation services received weak quality ratings for
accuracy of information and timeliness leading to “soft” would-
recommend-to-others numbers (fewer than seventy percent). Client
also commented on a lack of follow-though with referrals as well as
being referred to inappropriate agencies.

Because MOBD is not a financing agency like the state’s quasi-
public agencies and because it does not provide the focused and
intensive business counseling services of a MSBDC or MOITI, it is
imperative that MOBD services, like referrals and facilitation, be of
a high quality for MOBD. Also, the Committee expects all state
agencies to have high ratings for service quality especially those like
MOBD which are engaged in outreach activities. In contrast, the

2! If the other less-utilized services suchas training, publications, seminars/workshopsor theVenture Capital
Forum are averaged into Table IV, the overall averages do not change dramatically.
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Committee has lower expectations for the intermediate and end
outcome measures as these outcomes may take years to be realized.
Therefore, the Committee in evaluating these agencies would expect
high percentages for service quality and average percentages for
outcomes such as new jobs.

RECOMMENDATION : The Committee recommends that
MOBD review its referral process to ensure effectiveness and
efficiency.

MOBD should make strong, easily identifiable contacts with state
and federal agencies and quasi-public entities, as well as chambers of
commerce and local governments. These contacts are important as
economic development services move toward a more regional delivery
system. The Executive Office ofEconomic Affairs should better assist
and lend its cabinet-level authority to efforts at inter-agency
coordination.

As displayed in Table IV, on-site counseling or staff assistance
services, though reportedly timely and accurate, did not receive strong
positive overall quality ratings (63.1 percent reported “excellent or
“good”) and slightly more than sixty-eight percent of the companies
reported that they would recommend these services to other
businesses. Although these survey responses are not overly negative,
they do require attention. Considering the means by which many
companies access MOBD services and the face-to-face nature of on-
site counseling, even moderately negative reactions to MOBD efforts
and personnel can spread via word of mouth and hinder the agency’s
effectiveness as well as its penetration into the business community.

RECOMMENDATION : The Committee recommends that
MOBD monitor its on-site and intensive counseling activities more
closely and instituteformalfollow-up procedures. A flexible tracking
system should be developed to ensure that clients are receiving the
correct services in a timely and professional manner and that mangers
can better oversee and report on agency activities.

The Committee’s telephone survey of regional chambers of
commerce, local economic development organizations, and planning
councils combined with certain comments of surveyed clients revealed
the importance of outreach and developing links to the business
community. Many of the comments show that MOBD could be doing
a better job at outreach. Many of those telephoned and surveyed
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identified contact with, or knowledge of, MOITI and MSBDC and
their programs, but fewer mentioned relations with MOBD or an
awareness of its programs. Those that did noted that contact was in
the form of a general meeting or forum with the Secretary ofEconomic
Affairs, the undersecretary or the executive director of MOBD and
not so much in a programmatic sense. These sentiments were also
echoed in some of the responses to the Committee’s mail surveys and
suggest that MOBD needs to be more aggressive in “marketing” its
services in addition to its efforts to communicate administration
policy. This task, however, will be more difficult should members of
the business community perceive MOBD as unhelpful.

RECOMMEND A TION: The Committee recommends that
MOBD be more aggressive in "marketing"its own services in addition
to the administration’s policies.

Clients indicated that MOBD services contributed at least
somewhat to positive changes in business operations. Although, none
of the respondents reported that they had decided to start a business
as a result of MOBD services, almost thirty percent of all those
reporting noted that they had made significant changes, solved
operational problems or made improvements in their operations as
a result of assistance from MOBD.26 These outcomes, though not
immediately contributing to more jobs or increased sales, are positive
steps taken by firms toward those goals.

Table V displays the intermediate outcomes for the five most
utilized services of MOBD clients. 27 As indicated, MOBD services
were most helpful in contributing to significant operational changes
at companies. On-site counseling services resulted in four companies
(21.1 percent) making significant changes in the nature of their
business operations or markets. A quarter of the companies with
which MOBD acted as a facilitator to other agencies reported that
they had solved a specific operational problem. By and large, however,

INTERMEDIATE OUTCOME INDICATORS

!6 Deciding to start a business (an intermediate outcome indicator) is different from actually starling a
business (an end or long-term outcome indicator). Considering the relatively small number of companies
(individuals) reporting that they were seeking business start-up assistance (5 out of 52), it makes sense that
none would report this intermediate step.

n NOTE ON TABLE V: Many companies reported that they received multiple services from MOBD and
therefore the outcomes reported can be attributed to more than one service.
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survey respondents indicated that MOBD services appear to have
contributed more to the long-term outcomes.

Decided Go Into kinds > Significant | Sohrad a Specific Improved Regular
Busin ms to Change in Operations 11 Operational Probiem Operations

S*rr\cm no. per. no. per. fl no. per no. per.

On-Site 0 4 21.1% | 3 15.8% 2 10.6%
Counseling or

I Staff Assistance
N=l9 0% |

Facilitation with 0 3 18.8% | 4 26.0% | S 18.8%
Other Agencies 0% |
N= 16 |

Location or 0 0% 1 7.7% 2 16 4% 2 15 4%
Relocation
Assistance N=lS |
Referral to 0 0% 1 8.3% 1 8.3% 2 16.7%
Another Agency
N=l2

Permitting or 0 0% 1 10.0% 2 20.0% 2 20.0%
Regulation
Assistance N= 10

All Other 0 0% 6 20.0% 4 16.0% 4 16.0%
Services N=26

TOTAL (All 0 0% 10 19.2% 9 17.3% 9 17.3%
Companies) j
N=62

Table V: Intermediate Outcome Indicators for MOBD Services.
(Total Number of Companiea Responding = 62)

These indicators are designed to assess the extent business
development efforts (on-site counseling, Venture Capital Forum,
permitting assistance, etc.) helped companies increase employment
and sales, expand current operations or start a business. Again, the
Committee cannot overemphasize that the realization of these long-
term goals may take years to come to fruition. Table VI displays the
number and percentage of survey respondents reporting these
outcomes for the five most utilized MOBD services. 2B

Overall, it appears that MOBD services have contributed most to
the expansion of current business operations and in the increase of

END OR LONG-TERM OUTCOME INDICATORS

28 NOTE ON TABLE VI; Many companies reported that they received multiple services from MOBD and
;herefore the outcomes reported can be attributed to more than one service.
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HBxp*nd«d Current Increased Sale* Increased Number o(
Operation* Kmpioyee*

BO- per. no. per. no. per.

6 26.3% 3 16.8% 4 21 1%

7 43.8% 4 26.0% 6 31.3%
[

7 63.8* 3 73.1% 6 58 6*

2 16,7* 1 8,3* I 8,3*

6 60.0% 2 20.0% 4 40.0%
Regulation
Assistance
N=lo

All Other 3 12.0% 7 28.0% 6 24.0% 8 32.0%
Services N=26

[TOTAL (All A 6 11,6* 20 38,6* IS 25.0* 17 52.7*
Companies) H
N=62 H

Table VI: End or Long-Term Outcomes of MOBD Services,
(Total Number of Companies Responding 62)

new jobs (20 companies or 38.5 percent in both cases) at reporting
companies. Location/relocation services and permitting/regulation
assistance reaped the largest percentages of business expansions (53.8
and 50 percent respectively) and increased employment (38.5 and 40
percent respectively). These outcomes would be expected because
companies seeking to relocate would most likely be doing so for
expansion purposes as would those companies seeking permits for
expanding existing facilities.

In all, twenty companies reported that they had increased
employment, most by between 5 and 10 full-time equivalent persons.
Tables VII and VIII display the distribution of increased employment
attributed to MOBD services.29

Seven companies reported that they had increased sales which were
attributable, at least in part, to the MOBD services received. Four

29 In the most general of estimates, the number of new jobs added may range anywhere from 433 to 965.
It must be noted again that with all of these outcome-by-service tables, many of the companies reported
receiving multiple services from MOBD and therefore intermediate and long-term outcomes can not be easily
attributed to any particular service. This is why the Table VIII figures for numbers of companies reporting
increased employment does not add up to twenty.
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companies stated that the increases were of between $1 million and
$4.9 million. The remaining three noted that the increased sales were
of between $lOO,OOO and $499,999. There was no one MOBD service
in particular that stood out as being utilized more so than any other
by those companies reporting increased sales.

Ito 6 |Sto 10 10 to 30 10to SO SO to 100 100 to ISO

Service do per no per no. per no. per 00. per do. per

On-Site Counseling or 0 0.0% 2 10 6% 0 0.0% 2 10.6% 1 6 3% 0 0,0%
Stiff Assistance N =19

Facilitation with Other 0 0.0% 2 12 6% 0 0.0% 1 6.3% 1 6.3% 1 6.3%
Agencies N= 16 I H |

Location or Relocation I 1 7.7% 2 16.4% 0 0.0% 1 7.7% 2 16.4% 0 0.0% |
Assistance N= 13 (1 H I |

Referral to Another 2 16.7% 1 8.3% I 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% I 0 0.0%
Agency N =12 _| |
Permitting or Regulation | 1 10.0% 1 10.0% | 0 0.0% 1 10.0% H 1 10.0% B 1 10%
Assistance N= 10 [

All Other Services N= 26 1 4.0% 3 12 0% 1 4.0% 2 8.0% 1 4,0% | 0 00%

TOTAL (All Companies) 3 6.8% 6 115% 2 3.8% 4 7.7% 4 77% | 1 1.9%
N =62 j|

Table VII: Increased Employment Attributable, At Least In Part To, MOBD Services.

Despite these reported positive
contributions, a significant
number of companies reported
that MOBD did not contribute
at all to the decisions or
outcomes reported (14 or 26.9
percent). And in two cases, it
was reported that MOBD
services actually detracted
from a company’s efforts.

New Jobe Number of Percent of All !

Companies Companies

None 4 7.7%

1 to 6 3 5.8%

S to 10 6 11-5%

10 to 20 2 3.8%

20 to 60 4 7.7%

60 to 100 4 7.7%

100 to 250 1 1-9% j
Over 260 0 0 0%

Don’t 28 53.8%
Know/NA

These instances point to
certain weaknesses in MOBD’s
position and identity as an
agency. MOBD is caught
between being both an agency
involved in the development
and advocacy of state eco-
nomic development policies as
well as being one engaged in

Table VIII: Increased Employment
Atributable, At Least in Part To,
MOB

the provision of economic development services and programs. By
and large, MOBD as a “point agency” is involved in high priority cases
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sometimes involving executive, legislative and local officials. Its
contact with the business community outside of the Greater Boston,
Worcester and Springfield areas has been more of the policy advocacy
and marketing type with intermittent contacts with companies as
facilitator with other entities. In many cases, development coor-
dinators have been marketing MOBD as “being here to help” in an
area at chambers of commerce-type gatherings. At other times, these
same individuals are involved in sensitive and complex private
business decisions where in many cases they are considered the state’s
representative.

These impressions, the Committee believes, can carry over into
situations which produce the negative reactions noted above. MOBD
provides no financing, and can do nothing more than advocate on
behalf of a client before a quasi-public board or a private lender.
Having its staffs role and authority misconstrued appears to be built
into the current MOBD identity because of its broader policy and
marketing role and the generalized nature of its services provided.
That role is more gossamer than the more defined and concrete
economic development functions of the Massachusetts Office of
International Trade and Investment (MOITI) and the Small Business
Development Centers (MSBDC). 30 This is not to say that there isn’t
a place for the policy, facilitation and marketing activities of MOBD,
however, when MOBD ventures into areas that it is not equipped for
there maybe cause for concern.

RECOMMENDATION: MOBD’s internal training program
should be revised to sensitize personnel to the expectations and
impressions that their position engenders with individuals who may
be unsophisticated with the myriad of agencies, regulations, and
intricacies of state government. If the agency is to be a resource,
referral and advocacy agencyfor the business community with the
added policy and marketing duties then it needs to be very clear
about its role in its presentations to the public and when personnel
are involved with clients.

Based on this client-based assessment of performance, MOBD
services had a somewhat positive influence on the decision-making

30 For example, MOITI provides companies with trade leads and foreign market information as well as
organizes overseas trade missions and shows. The MSBDC counseled 3,945 clients in FY92 with intensive
one-on-one business counseling services in addition to training and other programs. MSBDC and MOITI
are “front-line” agencies delivering a full range of services beyond referrals and general information.
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processes of those companies receiving its services. Many companies
reported making significant changes in the nature of their operations
or solved specific operational problems with MOBD assistance. These
services, to some extent, encouraged companies to make decisions
which either may lead to the creation of new jobs and increased sales
in the future or actually contributed to new jobs, sales, or business
expansion. However, the Committee believes that without continuous
monitoring and reporting, MOBD management, legislators and other
policymakers cannot be certain of the agency’s impact.
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The Commonwealth has embarked on an ambitious economic
development effort which includes a legislative package of incentives
and development programs (Chapter 19, Acts of 1993) as well as the
release of a new statewide economic development strategy and
marketing plan. The success or failure of many of these endeavors
rests with the Executive Office of Economic Affairs (EOEA) and the
Massachusetts Office of Business Development (MOBD).

The Committee’s review of these efforts found areas where it
believes the administration can improve its effectiveness in support
of Massachusetts’ businesses. As a result of its performance review
of MOBD, the Committee concludes that with certain program
adjustments and proper monitoring and reporting, MOBD can
improve the delivery of its economic development services that can
have a positive effect on the creation of jobs in the Commonwealth.

The Senate Committee on Post Audit and Oversight presents the
following recommendations:

RECOMMENDA TION: The Committee believes that EOEA and
MOBD should bring the current organizational structures into
line with statute or present a reconfigured plan prior to further
increases in state appropriations.

RECOMMENDATION : The Committee recommends that an
economic performance evaluation similar to the one which produced
“Choosing to Compete: A Statewide Economic Strategy" be done in
the first year of each new gubernatorial administration.

RECOMMENDATION'. The Committee recommends that the
current regionalization process be expanded to include additional
regional centers. Also, the activities ofMOBD’s regional directors and
industry specialists should be coordinated to ensure proper coverage
and reduce possible duplication ofeffort.

RECOMMENDATION'. The Committee recommends that
EOEA and MOBD review personnel, hiring and training practices to
ensure that current andfuture staffpossess the skills necessary to assist
Massachusetts businesses as well as analyze, develop and advocate
state economic development policy.

PART FOUR:
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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RECOMMENDATION : The Committee recommends that
MOBD review its referral process to ensure effectiveness and
efficiency.

RECOMMENDATION : The Committee recommends that
MOBD be more aggressive in “marketing”its own services in addition
to the administration’s policies.

RECOMMENDATION : The Committee recommends that
MOBD monitor its on-site and intensive counseling activities more
closely and instituteformalfollow-up procedures. Aflexible tracking
system should be developed to ensure that clients are receiving the
correct services in a timely and professional manner and that
managers can better oversee and report on agency activities.

RECOMMENDATION: MOBD’s internal training program
should be revised to sensitize personnel to the expectations and
impressions that their position engenders with individuals who may
be unsophisticated with the myriad of agencies, regulations, and
intricacies of state government. If the agency is to be a resource,
referral and advocacy agency for the business community with the
added policy and marketing duties then it needs to be very clear
about its role in its presentations to the public and when personnel
are involved with clients.

RECOMMENDATION : The Committee recommends that
MOBD establish a more formal self-assessment, performance and
client progress monitoring system. The system shouldproduce reports
to be included as part of its annual reports.
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rOMMONWEALTH OF
SENATE POST AUDIT AND OVERSIGHT BUREAI

HOUSE BOS'
16 1 71

RICHARD X CONNORS

MASSACHUSETTS OFFICE OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT (MOBD)
BUSINESS ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS CLIENT SURVEY

NOTE: Responses will be held entirely in confidence. Results will be reported only in aggregate form.

Our records indicate that your firm received assistance from the Massachusetts Office of Business
Development (MOBD) during 1992.

/. At the beginning of 1992, was your company: (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE)

a. Independent
b. Headquarters

d. Business start-up
c. Other (please specify)

c. A subsidiary or branch

2- At the beginning of 1992, how many people were employed full-time by your Massachusetts company
(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE)

a. None
b. 1 to 19

20 to 49
d. 50 to 99
c. 100 to 250
f. 250 to 1,000
g. Over 1,000
h. Don’t know

3. In 1992, what was the primary product or services produced or provided by your Massachusetts
facilityf ies)?

4 -Digit SIC CodePRODUCT OR SERVICE

4. For what purpose did you seek assistance in 1992 from the Massachusetts Office ofBusiness Development.
(PLEASE CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

a. Business start-up help
b. Expansion of existing business
c. Technical assistance on a specific problem
d. Questions or problems with licensing, permitting or government relations
c. Certification forparticipation in Small Business Purchasing Program (SBPP
f. Training assistance
h. Financing assistance
i. Other (please specify)

APPENDIX A

w
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5. Below is a list of Massachusetts Office of Business Development (MOBD) services. Please identify those
services which have been obtained by your Massachusetts facilily(ies).

(PLEASE CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

a. Publications/Ncwslcttcr
b. Seminar or Workshop
c. On-Silc Counseling or Staff Assistance
d. Other Counseling or Staff Assistance
c. Training or Recruitment Services
f. Venture Capital Forum
g. Pcrmitling/Rcgulation Assistance
h. Certification in SBPP
i. Location/Rclocation Assistance
j. Facilitation with Another Agency (Public, Private or Quasi-Public)
k. Referral to Another Agency
I. Other (please specify)

6. Please rate the following characteristics for the services you received from the Massachusetts Office of
Business Development. (If you did not receive the services indicated, please circle 'not applicable.")

(PLEASE CIRCLE A RESPONSE FOR EACH CHARACTERISTIC)

Rating Scale: E = Excellent; G = Good; F - Fair; P = Poor; N = Not Applicable
Profcs- Overall

Relevant sionally Helpful-
Services XinKii & Accural? Rendered ness

a. Publications/Ncwslcttcr ECFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN
b. Seminar or Workshop EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN
c. On-Site Counseling or Staff Assistance EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN
d. Other Counseling or Staff Assistance EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN
e. Training or Recruitment Services EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN
f. Venture Capital Forum EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN
g. Per mitt ing/Regulation Assistance EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN
h. Certification in SBPP EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN
i. Local ion/Rclocation Assistance EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN
j. Facilitation w/ Another Agency

(Public, Private or Quasi-Public) EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN
k. Referral to Another Agency EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN
l. Other (please specify) EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN EGFPN

7. Overall, how would you rate the services you received from MOBD? (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE)

Excellent b. Good c. Fair d. Poor

8. If you rated any of the characteristics in Question 6 as “Fair" or "Poor", or the overall quality ofMOBD
services as "Fair" or "Poor" in Question 7. please explain why.

9. Did you get the services you requested? (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE.)

b. NOa. YES
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10. If you answered NO“ in Question 9, would you please explain what y< did not gel?

11. Since the lime you began receiving assistance from the Massachusetts Office of Business Development hav,
you: (PLEASE CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

a. Decided to go into business
b. Decided not to go into business
c. Actually started a business
d. Expanded current operations
c. Decided not to expand

f. Made a significant change in the nature of your business operations or in
your markets

g. Solved a spcc : fic operational problem
h. Improved regular business operations/methods
i. Increased sales
j. Increased employment (added new jobs]
k. Gone out of business
l. No change in business operations
m. Other (please specify)

12. If you indicated that you had actually started a business (lie), expanded current operations (II I), or
increased your employment (IIj). please indicate theapproximate number ofadditional permanent full-time
equivalent employees: (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE)

a. None d. 10 to 20
b. 1 to 5 c. 20 to 50
c. 5 to 10 f. 50 to 100

g. 100 to 250
h. Over 250
i. Don’t know

13. If you indicated that you had an increase in sales (Hi) after you began receiving services from MOBD.
please indicate the approximate amount of this increase: (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE)

d. $lOO,OOO to $499,999
c. $500,000 to $999,999

No increase g. $5,000,000 to $9,999,999
h. $10,000,000 or higherb. $0 to $49,999

c. $50,000 to $99,999 f. $1,000,000 to $4,999,999 i. Don’t know

14. To what extent do you feel that the services you received from the Massachusetts Office of Business
Development contributed to the outcomes identified in Questions 11, 12 and 13?

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE)

a. Contributed significantly
b. Contributed somewhat
c. Did not contribute to the outcomes at all
d. Service detracted
c. Don’t know

15. If in Question 14 you answered that the service did not contribute to theoutcome or detracted from it. please
explain why.
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16. How did you hear about Ihe assistance you received from the Massachusetts Office of Business
Development? (PLEASE CIRCLE THE MOST IMPORTANT SOURCE.)

a. Media advertising
b. Referral by a private business advisor such as attorneys, accountants

or consultants
c. Rclcrral by a bank or lending institutions
d. Referral by another government agency (please specify)
c. Referral by a chamber of commerce, economic development council

or similar body
f. A MOBD publication
g. Other publications
h. Word of mouth (c.g. business acquaintance)
i. Other (please specify)

J7. Would you recommend that other businesses contact the MassachusettsOffice of Business Development for
help? (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE)

a. YES b. NO

18. If you answered “NO" in Question 17, would you please explain why?

19. Do you have any other comments or suggestions that would help the Massachusetts Office of Business
Development improve its services to businesses?

A RETURN ENVELOPE HAS BEEN ENCLOSED FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Massachusetts Senate Committee on Post Audit &. Oversight
Room 312, State House

Boston, MA 02133
TEL: (617) 722-1252 FAX: (617) 722-1007

THANK YOU!

If your return envelope is lost, please send this survey to;
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Plum tb« (allovmi chtncUrulia for tb« mthcm jrour«carr«d from 140BD.
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1 I

Question 13 - "If you indicated that you had an increase in sales (Hi) after you began
receiving services from MOBD, please indicate the approximate amount of this increase:

a. no increase 2 2-8%

b. 0-49999 0 0-0%

c. 50000-99999 0 0-°%

d. 100000-499999 * 7 -7 %

e- 500000-999999 0 °-°%

f. 1000000-4999999 3 96%

g. 5000000-9999999 \ 19%

h. 10000000 or higher } 19%

i. don't know/NA 76 9%

Total 53

Question 14 - "To what extent do you feel that the services you received from the
Massachusetts Office of Business Development contributed to the outcomes identified m

Questions 11, 12 and 13?"

a. contributed significantly
__

28.8%

b. contributed somewhat ;J£ -

c. did not contribute at all 26.9%

d. detracted * 1 -

e. don’t know/NA
Total
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Question IS -"If in Queetion 14 you answered that the service did not contribute to the
outcome or detracted from it, please explain why."

answered 12 23.1%

not answered s 9 75,0%
Total 61 98.1%

Question 16 - "How did you hear about the assistance you received from the
Massachusetts Office of Business Development?"

media advertising 0.0%0

b. referral by private business 21.2%11

c. referral by bank 0.0%0

d. referral by government 21.2%11

referral by chamber of commerce,etc 21.2%11

f. MOBD publication 1.9%1

g. other publications 0.0%0

h. word of mouth 17.3%

i. other/NA
Total

17.3%
100.0%

9
62

Question 17 - "Would you recommend that other businesses contact the Massachusetts
Office of Business Development for help?"

76.9%40yes

15.5%b. no 7

9.6%NA 5

52 100.0%Total

Question 18 - "If you answered "NO" in Question 17, would you please explain why?"
(SPECIFIC COMMENTS PROVIDED TO MOBD MANAGERS)

answered 6 11.5%

88.5%
100.0%

not answered
Total

46

62

Question 19 - "Do you have any other comments or suggestions that would help the
Massachusetts Office of Business Development improve its services to businesses?"
(SPECIFIC COMMENTS PROVIDED TO MOBD MANAGERS)

67.7%answered SO

42.3%not answered 22

100.0%52Total
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